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Abstract
This paper investigates the response of stock market volatility
to CBRT’s and FED’s interest rate increase and reduction decisions
in Turkey over the period of 02.01.2004-31.01.2017. For this purpose,
we used APARCH, FIAPARCH-CHUNG, FIAPARCH-BMM models.
The results of analysis indicated presence of long memory in the
conditional variance and FIAPARCH-CHUNG is the most appropriate
model according to Akaike and Schwarz information criteria. It was
seen that interest rate decisions made by CBRT and FED haven’t any
significant effect on stock market volatility. This situation means that
expected interest rate decisions are priced by market participants and
investors. Shocks to stock markets have persistent effect on volatility.
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JEL Classification: E52, C58, E44
1. Introduction
It is quite important for financial investors and policymakers to
determine the effect of monetary policies implemented by central
banks on stock market volatility because volatility is one of risk
measures. Increase in the volatility implies means higher risk (Lim
and Sek, 2013). Daly (2008) expresses that high volatility of stock
market can reduce investors’ confidence, economic activity and
investments.
The relationship between monetary policy and stock market
constitutes first stage of effect of monetary policy on real economy via
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channels of monetary transmission such as the wealth effect, the
investment effect, the balance sheet effect and the liquidity effect
(Mishkin, 1976). Another way to explain the so-called relation bases
on the theory of asset pricing. According to this theory, monetary
policy affects stock market prices with two ways: cash flows and
discount rate (Bernanke and Kuttner, 2005). One of determinants of
stock market volatility is monetary policy. Monetary policy decision
can increase or decrease stock market prices by affecting short term
interest rate. A contractionary monetary policy rises interest rate and
leads to reduce stock market prices (Qayyum and Anwar, 2011; Zare,
Azali and Habibullah, 2013).
Interest rate declaration by major cental banks affects
especially emerging financial markets. These declarations affect the
expected values of discounted cash flows by changing short-run
interest rate, and thus lead to increase or decrease in stock prices.
The higher stock prices and stock returns cause the lower stock
market volatility. This situation is called as “leverage effect” (Zare et.
al., 2013). As examined the literature about the effect of declaration
by central banks on stock market, especially FED’s news are priced
by market participants in other countries (Miyakoshi, 2003; Kim, 2003,
2005; Phyklaktis and Ravazzolo, 2005).
We purpose to exhibit the effect of decisions to increase or
decrease interest rate implemented by CBRT and FED on Borsa
Istanbul index volatility. We came across only a study analysing
impact of monetary policy on Turkish stock market volatility (Çelik et.
al, 2015). Çelik et. al indicated that impact of a change in CBRT’s
policy rate and forward guidance of CBRT, FED and ECB on
volatilities of 1. session and 2. session of Borsa Istanbul. However,
their study did not consider long memory. So, in this study we
estimated so-called relationship by FIAPARCH model taking into
account long memory in volatility. Therefore, we aim to contribute to
literature. The other contribution of this study is to examine separately
effects of both reduction and increment decisions in interest rate.
Therefore, we can compare the effect sizes for both decisions and
revealed which decision is more effective on stock market volatility in
Turkey.
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2. Literature Review
It is largely examined how monetary policy affect stock market
volatility in the literature (Lobo, 2002; Bomfim, 2003; Chen and
Clements, 2007; Farka, 2009; Vahammaa and Aijo, 2011). Some of
these studies embrace so-called relationship in terms of volatility
asymmetry (Lobo, 2000; Bernanke and Kuttner, 2005, Chulia et. al.,
2010). Lobo (2000) examined the effect of changes in FED interest
rates on stock market volatility using ASAR-EGARCH model and
stated that expected monetary policy changes are perceived as a
signal by investors, and thus the changes in policy interest rates have
not any effect on stock market volatility when expected. Kim and
Honda and Kuroki (2006) revealed the response of stock market to
the monetary policy in Japon. They pointed out that unexpected
interest rate reductions augment stock market returns and diminish
stock market volatility. Nguyen (2009) examined the spillover effect of
FED’s and ECB’s interest rate announcements on 12 stock market
returns and volatilities in Asia-Pacific for 1999-2006 using GARCH
models. Stock market returns decreases In case of unexpected
increases in policy interest rate. In addition, the announcements
made by both central banks raise stock market volatilities. The news
about FED’ and ECB’s policy decisions lead to persistence in
volatility. FED’s announcements are more quickly absorbed by
market participants than ECB’s news. Chulia vd. (2010) examined
that the asymmetric impacts of FED announcements on stock market
volatility using realized volatility over the period of 1997-2006. In the
study, they used high-frequency intraday data connected S&P100. In
the result of the analysis, they found that bad news more affected
stock market volatility than good news. Moreover, presence of news
is more important for bad news while the magnitude of so-called news
is more important for good news. Chulia et. al. (2010) indicated that
the responses of stock market volatility to FED’s announcements
about negative and positive interest rate decisions are different using
realized volatility model. The effect size of positive interest rate
decisions is higher. Kishor and Marfatia (2013) stated that the
responses of stock markets in emerging countries and Europe to
FED’s monetary policy surprises are negative and higher in crisis
periods.
Also, there are the few studies which has investigated socalled relationship over different business cycles (Guo, 2004;
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Andersen et. al., 2007; Chen et. al., 2007; Jansen and Tsai, 2010;
Chen, 2013). Konrad (2009) stated that the response of German
stock market volatility to interest rate changes made by central bank
is higher in bear markets. Using pooled mean group estimation and
Markov switching regression, Zare et. al. (2013) found that interest
rate increases made by central bank affect strongly stock market
volatility in bear markets than bull markets in ASEAN5 over the period
of 1991:1-2011:12. This indicates that monetary policy is more
effective in bear markets. Chen (2013) investigated how FED
monetary policy movement affected airline, gambling, hotel and travel
and leisure index returns in bull and bear markets. For this purpose,
he utilised from event study based on Markov-switching model. From
the result of the study, it was seen that airline, gambling and hotel
index returns gave greater reaction to monetary policy in bear
markets in comparision to bull markets. However, travel and leisure
index returns was greatly affected by monetary policy in bear
markets.
As examined the studies in Turkey, Duran et. al (2010)
analysed impact of monetary policy on stock market prices and
market interest rates by using GMM method considering
heteroscedasticity and found that raises in policy rate reduce stock
market prices. Duran et. al (2012) examined effect of monetary policy
on asset prices by heterocedastic-based GMM method and conclude
that raises in policy rate cause decreases in stock market prices.
Çelik et. al (2015) indicated effects of CBRT’s policy rate and forward
guidance of CBRT, FED and ECB on 1. session and 2. session
volatilities of Borsa Istanbul. They used GARCH, EGARCH, TARCH,
GJR-GARCH and APARCH models. In the end of this study, they
found that a raise in policy rate lead to decrease volatility of session,
forward guidance raises volatilities of 1. session and 2. session, but it
decreases volatility in whole day. Gökalp (2016) investigated effects
of lower bound and upper bound of interest rate corridor on Turkish
stock market return by using event study and GMM method. From
estimation results of his study, he concluded that raises in upper
bound lead to decrease stock market prices while decreases in lower
bound cause to increase stock market prices. When examined
discrimination of sectors, he found effects of lower bound and upper
bound differentiate regarding sectors. Gökalp (2016) analysed
separately impacts of expected and unexpected monetary policy on
stock market prices. From his estimation results, he inferred that both
9
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expected and unexpected interest rate decisions affect negatively and
significantly stock market prices and effect of unexpected interest rate
decision is more than expected interest rate decision.
3. Data and Methodology
In this study, we used APARCH and FIAPARCH models in
order to obtain conditional volatility of BIST 100 index. APARCH
model is introduced by Ding, Garnger and Engle (1993). APARCH
model determines fat tail, excess kurtosis and leverage effect. This
model is expressed as follows:
𝑦𝑡 = 𝑥𝑡 𝜉 + 𝜀𝑡
𝑡 = 1,2, … , 𝑇
𝑞

ℎ𝑡2

𝑝

𝛿

= 𝜔 + ∑ 𝛼𝑗 (|𝜀𝑡−𝑗 | − 𝛾𝑗 𝜀𝑡−𝑗 ) + ∑ 𝛽𝑖 (ℎ𝑡−𝑖 )𝛿
𝑗=1

𝑖=1

𝜀𝑡 = 𝜎𝑡 𝑧𝑡 , 𝑧𝑡 ~𝑁(0,1)
𝑘(𝜀𝑡−𝑗 ) = |𝜀𝑡−𝑗 | − 𝛾𝑗 𝜀𝑡−𝑗
𝑦𝑡 = 𝑥𝑡 𝜉 + 𝜀𝑡 ; 𝑡 = 1,2, … , 𝑇,
mean equation, can be rewritten as
𝑦𝑡 = 𝐸(𝑦𝑡 |𝜓𝑡−1 ) + 𝜀𝑡 .
where 𝜓𝑡 = {𝑦𝑡 , 𝑦𝑡−1 , … , 𝑦1 , 𝑦0 , 𝑥𝑡 , 𝑥𝑡−1 , … , 𝑥1 , 𝑥0 }. 𝜉, 𝜔, 𝛼𝑗 , 𝛾𝑗 , 𝛽𝑖 ve 𝛿
are parameters. 𝛾𝑗 is leverage effect. Positive 𝛾𝑗 states that negative
information have a stronger effect on volatility than positive
information.
Volatility tends to change quite slowly over time in APARCH
model. Thus, the Fractionally Integrated APARCH (FIAPARCH)
model is developed by Tse (1998). FIAPARCH model takes into
account long memory in volatility. FIAPARCH (p,d,q) model is
expressed as follows:
𝜎𝑡𝛿 = 𝜔[1 − 𝛽(𝐿)]−1 + {1 − [1 − 𝛽(𝐿)]−1 ∅(𝐿)(1 − 𝐿)𝑑 }(|𝜀𝑡 | − 𝛾𝜀𝑡 )𝛿
where −1 < 𝛾 < 1 and 𝛿 > 0. When 𝛾 is positive, negative information
have a stronger effect on volatility tahn positive information. If
0 < 𝑑 < 1, the conditional volatility shows long memory characteristic.
When d=0, FIAPARCH model reduces to the APARCH model.
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The aim of this study is to compare effects of monetary
policies implemented by CBRT and FED on the volatility of BIST 100
index. Thus, we used dummy variables that reflect policy rate
increase and reduction decisions. We used BIST 100 stock market
daily closing price index covering the period of 02.01.200431.01.2017. BIST 100 index is drawn from Yahoo Finance database.
We calculated return series as follows:
𝑟𝑡 =

𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑃𝑡 )
𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑃𝑡−1 )

where 𝑃𝑡 is closing price of BIST 100 index. All variables used
in the study are shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Variables Used In The Study and Their Defitions
Değişkenler Açıklamaları
RBIST100
Daily return of Borsa Istanbul 100 (BIST 100) index
Dummy
Dummy variable indicating interest rate increase or
reduction decisions made by central banks
Figure 1
Daily Returns of BIST 100 Index
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Figure 1 show daily BIST 100 index return. As examined
Figure 1, it has seen that large changes in the return tend to be follow
by large change and small changes tend to be follow by small
changes. This situation is defined as volatility cluster. Besides, it can
be expressed that the volatility rises in 2007 and 2008 years when
reflect financial crisis periods.
Table 2
Descriptive Statistics of BIST 100 Return
Statistics
Mean
Median
Standart Devition
Skewness
Kurtosis
J-B
Q(15)
Observation

BIST100
0.000448
0.000429
0.016803
-0.272470
6.508303
1779.427***
22.639*
3388

Notes: *,**, *** represent the significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels.

The descriptive statistics relating to so-called return are seen
in the Table 2. As examined Table 2, mean of the return is positive.
According to skewness and kurtosis values, returns are not normally
distributed and display the characteristic fat-tailed behaviour. When
considered Q(15) statistics, it is seen that returns have serial
dependence.
4. Empirical Results
We utilized from APARCH, FIAPARCH-BMM and FIAPARCHCHUNG models to analyze sensitive of the stock market volatility to
both CBRT’s and FED’s interest rate decisions in Turkey. Table 3
reports APARCH, FIAPARCH-BMM and FIAPARCH-CHUNG model
estimation results.
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Table 3
APARCH, FIAPARCH-BMM and FIAPARCH-CHUNG Model
Estimation Results
FIAPARCHFIAPARCH-CHUNG
BMM(1,1)
1.782937
85.017234
(2.3669)
(70.343)
0.099467
0.135874
𝛼1
(0.10765)
(0.10392)
**
***
0.236783
0.315231
𝛽1
(0.11342)
(0.10273)
***
***
0.551390
0.626634
𝛾1
(0.17598)
(0.20132)
***
***
1.618179
1.281916
𝛿1
(0.25033)
(0.18892)
***
***
GED
1.318205
1.325310
(0.055922)
(0.056356)
***
***
d-Figarch
0.220952
0.264644
(0.049483)
(0.035835)
Akaike
-5.450183
-5.540229
-5.541516
Schwarz
-5.435208
-5.514907
-5.523428
***
Q(50)
197.79
59.5216
60.0046
ARCH-LM(5) 0.80444
0.37310
0.53898
2
Q (50)
42.9818
40.2473
42.6844
Notes: Standard errors are given in parenthesis; Q(50) is Ljung-Box Q test statistics
at lags 50; *,**, *** represent the significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels; ARCH-LM
is heteroscedasticity test statistics; Q2(50) is Ljung-Box test statistics relating to
square errors at lags 50; d-Figarch is test statistics relating to long memory.
Models
𝛼0

APARCH(1,1)
***
0.732409
(1.5288)
***
0.090331
(0.018250)
***
0.844386
(0.033364)
***
0.427965
(0.18371)
***
1.653690
(0.48141)
***
1.536929
(0.001971)

As examined diagnostic test results relating to residuals from
APARCH(1,1) model, it is seen that autocorrelation problem at 50th
lag is not removed. Also, d parameters indicating long memory in
FIAPARCH-BMM(1,1) and FIAPARCH(1,1) models are significant at
0.01 significant level. This situation means that APARCH model have
long memory. According to Akaike and Schwarz information criteria,
FIAPARCH-CHUNG(1,1) model was selected. Tale 5 reports the
estimation results of FIAPARCH-CHUNG(1,1) model created to
exhibit the effects of CBRT’s and FED’s interest rate increase and
reduction decisions on BIST100 index volatility.
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Table 4
FIAPARCH-CHUNG Model Estimation Results Relating to
CBRT’s and FED’s Interest Rate Decisions
Models

Interest Rate IncrementInterest
Decisions
Decisions
CBRT
FED
CBRT

𝛼0

85.741218

84.958527

83.132739

114.458148

(76.183)

(78.055)

(74.428)

(71.107)

0.137816

0.134981

0.131651

0.153411

(0.10398)

(0.10547)

(0.10213)

𝛼1
𝛽1

0.320344

***

0.314145

***

0.312415

***

Rate

Reduction

FED

(0.10572)
0.343884***

(0.10230)

(0.10378)

(0.10117)

(0.10864)

0.621529***

0.626544***

0.612511***

0.664502***

(0.20858)

(0.21263)

(0.20477)

(0.18043)

1.280437***

0.20791***

1.289441***

1.228700***

(0.20152)

(6.167)

(0.20322)

(0.14732)

0.002155

-0.000313

-0.001064

-0.002242*

(0.0023509)

(0.00090029)

(0.00086522)

(0.0014672)

1.326359***

1.325565***

1.328468***

6.510186***

(0.056436)

(0.056392)

(0.056458)

(0.73450)

0.265723***

0.264548***

0.266519***

0.274590***

(0.036087)

(0.036256)

(0.035799)

(0.035320)

Akaike

-5.541375

-5.540945

-5.542137

-5.541916

Schwarz

-5.521479

-5.521049

-5.522241

-5.522020

Q(50)

59.7211

59.8945

59.7306

59.3266

ARCH-LM(5)

42.7748

0.54557

0.45642

0.60111

Q2(50)

0.59284

42.7262

41.1285

42.7208

𝛾1
𝛿1
Dummy
GED
d-Figarch

Notes: Standard errors are given in parenthesis; Q(50) is Ljung-Box Q test statistics
at lags 50; *,**, *** represent the significance at 10%, 5% and 1% levels; ARCH-LM
is heteroscedasticity test statistics; Q2(50) is Ljung-Box test statistics relating to
square errors at lags 50; d-Figarch is test statistics relating to long memory.

As seen in Table 5, 𝛾1 variable indicating leverage effect is
significant at 0.01 level and positive for all models. This situation
states that negative news have a stronger impact on stock market
volatility than positive news. However, dummy variable indicating
interest rate decisions of central banks is not significant for all
models. In other words, BIST100 volatility is not susceptible to
interest rate increase and reduction decisions made by CBRT and
14
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FED. The reason is that so-called decisions are expected by market
participants and investors, and they priced previously these
decisions. Besides, d parameter is significant for all models. In other
words, shocks are persistent effect on BIST100 volatility.
5. Conclusions
In this study, we analysed impact of decisions to increase and
decrease in policy rates made by CBRT and FED on stock market
volatility in Turkey. In this purpose, we estimated APARCH(1,1),
FIAPARCH-BMM(1,d,1) and FIAPARCH-CHUNG(1,d,1) models and
found that the most appropriate model considering the persistence in
volatility is FIAPARCH-CHUNG(1,d,1) model. The estimation results
of this model indicated that stock market volatility is not sensitive to
so-called central banks’ interest rate decisions in Turkey. This is
because the expected interest rate announcements are priced by the
market participants and investors in advance. Besides, there exists
positive leverage effect, which means negative information have
higher effect on stock market volatility than positive information.
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